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Abstract: Constructing and tuning self-organized three-dimen-
sional (3D) superstructures with tailored functionality is
crucial in the nanofabrication of smart molecular devices.
Herein we fabricate a self-organized, phototunable 3D pho-
tonic superstructure from monodisperse droplets of one-
dimensional cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) containing a pho-
tosensitive chiral molecular switch with high helical twisting
power. The droplets are obtained by a glass capillary micro-
fluidic technique by dispersing into PVA solution that facili-
tates planar anchoring of the liquid-crystal molecules at the
droplet surface, as confirmed by the observation of normal
incidence selective circular polarized reflection in all directions
from the core of individual droplet. Photoirradiation of the
droplets furnishes dynamic reflection colors without thermal
relaxation, whose wavelength can be tuned reversibly by
variation of the irradiation time. The results provided clear
evidence on the phototunable reflection in all directions.

Conferring remote and dynamic control to self-organized
photonic structures with unique optical properties is currently
a burgeoning area of research in the fabrication of smart
stimuli-responsive soft materials and devices.[1] Toward this
end, cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs) have great promise in

optics and photonics owing to their self-organized periodic
helical superstructure.[2] Since the cholesteric liquid crystal is
an anisotropic dielectric medium, its morphology causes
a periodic modulation of the refractive index, thereby
establishing a one-dimensional (1D) photonic band gap
(PBG) centered at l = nP, where P is the helical pitch and
n is the average refractive index. In this wavelength region,
light propagation is prohibited because the helical super-
structure can selectively reflect circularly polarized light
(CPL) of same handedness as that of the cholesteric liquid
crystal. The pitch, the distance over which the director field
rotates by 2p radians, is sensitive to external stimuli such as
temperature, light, electric field, and mechanical stress.[2a] Of
these stimuli, light is particularly fascinating owing to its
advantages in offering remote, spatial, and temporal controll-
ability in a wide range of ambient environments. Photo-
tunability of the cholesteric liquid crystals� pitch and the
circular polarized reflection wavelength has formed the basis
of many applications including tunable color reflectors and
filters, tunable lasers, optically addressed flexible displays
without patterned electronics, and biomedical applications.[2]

Usually cholesteric liquid crystals are investigated in planar
geometries for both fundamental scientific studies as well as
for device applications. Recently, the unusual and unique
phenomena and properties arising from aplanar geometry,
such as in droplets and microshells have been explored.[3]

These studies suggest that the impact and scope of liquid-
crystal applicability could be greatly enhanced by confining
them into spherical geometries instead of the traditional thin
films. Further fundamental studies are warranted as confine-
ment can lead to appealing configurations within the droplet
that reflect a fine balance between interfacial and elastic
contributions to the free energy. In this endeavor has been
made possible, thanks to the recent development of micro-
fluidic techniques, the facile fabrication of stable three-
dimensional (3D) droplets and microshells of anisotropic
fluids in general and cholesteric liquid crystals in particular
with controllable size and shell thickness.[4] Moreover, the
microfluidic technique has enabled the size-polydispersity
bottleneck in the fabrication of liquid crystal droplets to be
overcome, thus opening the door for wider applications in
advanced photonic devices.

Herein we report the fabrication and self-organization of
photoresponsive cholesteric liquid crystal spherical droplets
composed of a photosensitive chiral molecular switch (S,S)-
1 (Figure 1A) with both a very high helical twisting power
(HTP) and a large difference of the helical twisting powers
between the initial (unirradiated) and UV irradiated photo-
stationary states. Because of the high helical twisting power of
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the chiral dopant, a small amount is enough to fabricate
photoresponsive cholesteric liquid crystals without signifi-
cantly altering the optimized properties of the commercially
available achiral liquid crystal host E7. The large difference in
helical twisting power between both isomeric states enables

a wide range tunability of the pitch (and thus selective
reflection wavelength) of the cholesteric liquid crystal fluid.
The resulting 3D droplets with radial orientation of the helical
axes are monodisperse in size and produce omnidirectional
Bragg reflections encompassing red, green, and blue (RGB)
colors. The selective circularly polarized reflection colors can
be reversibly tuned by light irradiation, and red, green, and
blue colors can be realized from the same droplet by
controlling the photoirradiation time. Furthermore, they
organize into hexagonal assemblies with interesting lateral
cooperative photonic interactions.

Chiral diarylethene switch (S,S)-1 was prepared by a facile
synthesis procedure (see Supporting Information Fig-
ure S1).[5] Its photocyclization process exhibits photochemi-
cally reversible but thermally stable behavior in organic
solvents (Figure S2). Upon UV irradiation, the helical twist-
ing power (molar %) value of (S,S)-1 in E7 increases from
104 mm�1 to 153 mm�1 (i.e. a blue shift in color) which can be
almost returned back to its initial state of 105 mm�1 helical
twisting power upon visible light irradiation at 550 nm. To
fabricate monodisperse spherical cholesteric liquid crystal
drops, we used a glass capillary-based microfluidic device
consisting of two tapered cylindrical capillaries coaxially
assembled into a square capillary (Figure 1A). The dispersed
phase is the photoresponsive cholesteric liquid crystal com-
posed of 2.4 mol % of (S,S)-1 in liquid crystal E7. To
implement stable generation of monodisperse droplets, the
cholesteric liquid crystal is heated above its clearing point to
reduce its viscosity. The continuous phase is a 10 wt%
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) aqueous solution which not only
stabilizes the cholesteric liquid crystal droplets against
coalescing but also facilitates the planar anchoring of the
liquid crystal molecules at the droplet surfaces resulting in the
radial orientation of the helical axes within the droplets
(Figure S4). By adjusting the flow rates of both phases, we
fabricate monodisperse cholesteric liquid crystal droplets of
approximately 50 mm diameter and collect them in a chamber
(125 mm thick controlled by spacers) consisting of two parallel
glass slides. The chamber is sealed using epoxy to avoid
evaporation of the supporting continuous aqueous phase. As
a result of the identical size (monodispersity) of the spherical
droplets, a hexagonal close packed structure is formed
spontaneously, either as a coplanar single-layer or a stacked
double-layer depending on the droplet volume fraction and
the container chamber thickness.

The central (core) region of the droplet exhibits the color
of normal incidence selective circularly polarized reflection
from the cholesteric liquid crystal,[3m] which confirms the
radial orientation of the helical axes inside the spherical
droplets. The helical twisting power of (S,S)-1 increases upon
UV irradiation and hence blue-shifts the initial red color.
Thus, for a single layer of hexagonally close-packed choles-
teric liquid-crystal droplets, after shining UV light of l =

310 nm for approximately 1 min, the droplets change their
reflection from the initial red to a photostationary blue. The
initial red color can be restored from the UV-irradiated state
by shining l = 546 nm visible light at the intensity of
30 mW cm�2 for 1.5 min. Figure 1C–E show the reflection
images of a monolayer hexagonal packing of cholesteric

Figure 1. Fabrication and omnidirectional reflections of monodisperse
liquid-crystal droplets. A) Photoisomerization of the chiral switch (S,S)-
1 which was doped in E7 to form the cholesteric liquid crystal. Inset:
the color change of (S,S)-1 from colorless to purple upon UV
irradiation. B) Fabrication of the monodisperse chiral liquid-crystalline
droplets from the 1D cholesteric liquid crystal by using a glass
capillary-based microfluidic device. Droplets are supported and sur-
rounded by 10% PVA aqueous solution. C)–K) Reflection-mode cross-
polarized microscope images. C)–E) Hexagonal arrays of droplets
show full range red, green, and blue colors upon shining l = 546 nm
light on the UV-irradiated photostationary state (blue). Dash circles in
panel (C) indicate the positions of seven drops in hexagonal close
packing. F)–K) a group of eight monodisperse photoresponsive drop-
lets with light-driven iridescent colors. The dash circles in panel (F)
indicate the positions of the eight droplets. Panels (F—K) show the
results of shining l = 546 nm visible light on selected droplets in the
UV-irradiated photostationary state for different times. Panel (K) is at
the same state with panel (J) but taken at a higher gain value.
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liquid-crystal droplets with blue (C), green (D), and red (E)
colors in the central spots, respectively. The bright spot is the
region from where CPL is reflected. The size of the central
bright spot is about 5 mm, much smaller than the droplet size
(ca. 50 mm).

Owing to the stability of individual droplets in the
colloidal array, we are able to spatially and remotely control
the color of selected droplets independently. This enables
fine-tuning the color pattern of groups of droplets by the
programmed shining of light of the desired wavelength for
different times to pre-selected droplets, as shown in Fig-
ure 1F–K. Figure 1F shows an array of eight droplets
(indicated by 8 dashed circles) in the shape of a flower with
petals above a general stem. The central spot of each drop,
blue, was formed at the l = 310 nm UV irradiated photosta-
tionary state. By shining l = 546 nm light at 30 mW cm�2 on
selected drops for different times, the color of each “petal”
can be changed to green, yellow, orange, and red, respectively,
as shown in Figure 1F–I. Light is then shined on all eight
drops for an additional 20 s leaving the five red petals� color
unchanged because they have already fully recovered to the
initial state, yet changing the colors of the droplets represent-
ing the flower core and stem (Figure 1J). Figure S5 presents
another two examples of colorful patterns obtained by
selective irradiation to different areas of hexagonal mono-
layer drop packing.

Interestingly, if we use a higher gain value when recording
the polarized microscope images (Figure 1 J), we observe
both the bright central spots in each drop and some additional
radial blue lines in the red petals, as shown in Figure 1K. We
attribute the origin of this peripheral light pattern of blue
lines to lateral photonic cross-talk between the droplets. The
mechanism behind the cross-talk is shown in Figure 2A,B.
According to Bragg’s law of reflection, the center wavelength
obeys the rule l = nPcosq, where q is the angle between the
helix axis and the light propagation direction. When q� 08,
red light with wavelength nP is reflected from the droplet’s
core as shown in Figure 2A (red arrow). Light that hits the
periphery (or inside the droplet shown by the dotted ray)
makes a non-zero incident angle with the helical axes because
of the curvature, which causes an angle-dependent blue-shift
from l = nP. A cholesteric liquid crystal of defined pitch can
selectively reflect light of different wavelengths depending on
the angle of incidence of the light with respect to the helix
axis.[6] When q� 458, light is reflected from the left droplet to
the right droplet as depicted by the blue arrow in Figure 2A.
The reflected light from the first droplet is circularly polarized
with the same sense as the neighbor so all the light incident
from the first one is directed to the objective by the
neighboring droplet. If, for example, nP = 650 nm, the
reflected ray of this cross-talk is l� 460 nm for q� 458.
Drops with shorter pitch therefore have blue-shifted cross-
talk rays, getting bluer until it eventually goes out of the
visible spectrum, which is observed for the cyan and green
droplets. This also explains the lack of, or little, cross-talk
between droplets of different pitches (Figure 1K).

To corroborate the above hypothesis, we isolated one, two,
three, four, and five droplets, respectively, as five individual
groups as shown in Figure 2C–G. The isolated single droplet

only exhibits the central reflection spot because of the
absence of any lateral communication. The reflection-based
interaction between neighboring droplets can be identified in
the groups of two or more droplets. We also found that the
intensity of photonic cross-interaction becomes weaker or
stronger depending on the distance between two nearby
droplets, and nearly disappears or is not noticeable when the
distance is larger than approximately five-times the droplet
diameter (see Figure 3). When the monodisperse droplets
densely pack into a mono-layer with hexagonal symmetry,
cross-communication with the six nearest neighbors and six
penultimate neighbors forms a circular “lit fire-cracker”
pattern as shown in Figure 2H. These observations of lateral

Figure 2. Schematic mechanism and evidence of omnidirectional
reflection of the monodisperse droplets. A) Light incident at the center
of the droplet is reflected back with the same wavelength as the
selective reflection of the cholesteric liquid crystal. As a result of the
curvature, light that makes an angle of approximately 458 with the
helical axis (which happens at the periphery or inside the droplet) is
reflected toward the neighboring droplet. It is then reflected and
directed to the observer, represented by the dotted arrows (white
incident light) and the blue arrows (reflected cross-communication).
Incident light that makes an angle between 08 and 458 is reflected in
a wavelength between the observed central spot and cross-communi-
cation colors, but it is not collected by the microscope’s acceptance
cone, as shown by the green arrow. The arrows pointing down
represent the wavelengths not reflected by the photonic band-gap and
therefore pass through the droplet. B) The helical organization,
observed from the top, responsible for the cross-communication, and
the reflection pattern dictated by the cholesteric’s reflection and the
droplet curvature. C)–H) Reflection-mode cross-polarizing microscopic
images of the droplets in the photostationary state. The appearance of
linear-, triangular-, and diamond-shaped blue ray patterns in groups of
droplets with one, two, or three nearest-neighbor droplets, respectively,
indicates that they originate from photonic cross-communication
between the surrounding droplets.
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photonic communication support the omnidirectional reflec-
tion of light from the core of the droplets and explains the
origin of intra-drop radial blue line light patterns.

We extend our investigation to a double-layer hexagonal
packing of monodisperse cholesteric liquid-crystal droplets.
Since the stack can be irradiated from either side with
a different (preselected) wavelength, the color pattern of each
layer can be independently addressed. As an example, we (in
Figure 4C,G) start with a top layer of blue droplets and
a bottom layer of cyan droplets. In Figure 4C, the light is
focused on the top layer while Figure 4G shows the image
when the light is focused on the bottom layer. Dashes are
drawn around the top layer droplets in Figure 4 C. Upon
shining visible light from the top, the top layer of droplet
cores change color from blue to green while the bottom layer
changes color from cyan to green as a result of a smaller

exposure area or weaker light intensity. Two layers of green
droplets are shown in Figure 4D,H at different focus planes.
Additional irradiation yields an image where the top layer
exhibits red cores and the bottom layer exhibits orange cores
(Figure 4F,J).

In summary, we fabricated monodisperse photoresponsive
cholesteric liquid-crystal droplets containing a photosensitive
chiral molecular switch with large helical twisting power. The
assembly was performed using a capillary-based microfluidic
technique. Owing to the large change in the helical twisting
power upon irradiation, the molecular switch enables a wide
tuning of the pitch and hence of the circularly polarized
reflection wavelength emanating from the droplets which
have a radial orientation of the helical axes. Omnidirectional
RGB reflection colors have been attained from the droplets
by variation of the exposure time. The reflection colors are
thermally stable because of the thermal bistability of the open
and closed isomeric forms of the chiral molecular switch.
Multicolor complex patterns can be achieved and lateral
interaction between neighboring droplets yield complex, yet
controllable, beautiful images in two-dimensional hexagonal
groupings of droplets. The cross communication is a unique
property of the system presented herein, owing to the
combination of Bragg reflection, the droplet’s curvature,
and size. The monodisperse liquid-crystalline droplets and
their arrays may find application in photonic devices where
generation and exploitation of circularly polarized light with
tunable wavelength is desired. Furthermore, these photo-
responsive microdroplets are rich platforms for fundamental
theoretical studies in understanding geometric confinement
of stimuli-responsive soft materials.
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